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Let U, K, and C denote the open unit disc, the closed unit disc,

and the unit circumference, respectively. Let A be the set of all com-

plex-valued functions which are defined and continuous on K and

analytic in U.

The theorem proved in this paper states that if £ is a closed subset

of C, of (Lebesgue) measure zero, and if <p is a continuous function

defined on £, then there exists a function /£.¿4 which is an extension

of <p, i.e., f(z)=<p(z) for all z££ (actually, a little more is proved

about the way in which the range of/ can be restricted). This theo-

rem may be regarded as a strengthened form of a result due to Fatou

[3, p. 393] which asserts that under the above assumptions on £

there exists a function fEA which vanishes at every point of £ and

at no other point of K.

A well-known result due to F. and M. Riesz [4] shows that the

theorem is false for any set £ whose closure has positive measure.

It is perhaps more interesting to observe that the conclusion of the

theorem cannot be strengthened by asserting, for instance, that /

satisfies a Lipschitz condition if <j> does: if £ consists of the points 1

and exp (i/log n) (n = 2, 3, 4, • ■ • ), and if </>(z) = l/z, then for any

function fEA which extends <p, the function g(z)=zf(z) is noncon-

stant (g(0) =0) and g(z) = 1 for all z££; this function g cannot satisfy

a Lipschitz condition [l, p. 13] and the same is true of/. Carleson's

work [2] on this and related problems should be mentioned here.

A subset of the plane homeomorphic to K will be called a two-cell.

For every two-cell T there exists a mapping which will be called a

conformai mapping of K onto T; more precisely, this is a homeo-

morphism of K onto T which maps U conformally onto the interior

of T.
The square with vertices at 0, 1, i will be denoted by 5. For any

real number t, tS is the set of all z of the form z = tw,wES.

A function is said to be simple if it has only a finite set of values.

Theorem. Suppose

(a) £ is a closed subset of C, m(E) =0;

(b) <j> is a continuous complex valued function on E;
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(c)  T is a two-cell such that <p(E)ET.

Then there exists a function fEA such that

(i) f(z) =<p(z) for all zEE;

(ii) f(K)QT.

Lemma 1. If<pisa simple continuous function on E whose real part

is non-negative, then there exists a function fEA such that (i) / is an

extension of<p, and (ii) R [f(z) ] = 0 for all zEK.

Proof. Since every simple continuous function is a finite linear

combination of continuous characteristic functions, it suffices to con-

sider the case in which £ = £0W£i and <p(z) =0 on £0, (p(z) =a on £i,

with£[a]=0, O9¿0.

For every closed set HEC of measure zero, one can construct an

integrable function p > 1 on C such that

(a) p is continuous on C — H,

(b) if ZoEH, p(zo) = + oo and ju(2)—>+ oo as z—»Zo,

(c) on any closed subarc of C—H,p has a bounded derivative.

Properties (a) and (b) can be summarized by saying that p is con-

tinuous on C, in the extended sense.

The Poisson integral of this function p yields a function u(H, z),

defined on K, which is continuous on K in the extended sense, and

which has the value + <» at every point of H (and nowhere else) ;

the conjugate harmonic function v(H, z) is continuous on K—H [3,

pp. 342-344,360-361]. Put

g(H, z) = u(H, z) + iv(H, z) (z E K)

with the understanding that g(H, z) = co if zEH. The values of g lie

in the half-plane «>1, so that g has a single-valued square root

h(H, z), defined on K, whose values lie in the domain | arg h\ <ir/i,

R[h] > 1 ; note that h(H, z) = oo if and only if zEH.

It is now easy to verify that the function

h(Eh z)
g(z) =-_±_^_^__ (z G K)

h(E0, z) + h(Ei, z)

is a member of A, that q(z) =0 if and only if zG£o, q(z) =1 if and

only if 2G£i, and that 0^R[q(z)]gl for all zEK. Thus q(K) is con-

tained in a closed rectangle M which lies in the closed right half-

plane and has 0 and 1 as boundary points. Let Mi be another such

rectangle, with 0 and a as boundary points, and let ^ be a conformai

mapping of M onto Mi which satisfies the conditions ^(0)=0,

\p(l)=o. Then f(z) =ip(q(z)) is the desired function.

Lemma 2. If <¡> is a simple continuous function on E which maps E
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into a two-cell T, then there exists a function fEA which is an extension

of <p and which maps K into T.

Proof. Let Zo be a boundary point of T which is not a value of <p,

and let \p map the right half-plane conformally onto the interior of T,

such that lA(oo) =zo. By Lemma 1, there is a function gEA with

non-negative real part, which coincides with ^_1(0(2)) for all z££;

thus the function f(z) :=\p(g(z)) has the desired properties.

Lemma 3. If <p is a continuous function on £ which maps £ into S,

then there exists a sequence {(/>„} of simple continuous functions on E

such that

(i) *(*) = £*»(*) (zEE),
n=l

(ii) ME) C 2-»5 (n = 1, 2, 3, • • • ).

Proof. Let <f>a(z) =0 and suppose <po, ■ ■ • , <pn-i have been defined

for some « ^ 1, such that

Xn_i(£) C 2-+15,

where X„_i =0—0o— • • ■ —<t>n-i- Since £ is totally disconnected, £ is

the union of disjoint closed sets £i, ■ • • , EP such that the oscillation

of X„_i on Ek is less than 2~n. That is to say, there are squares

Qu • • • , Qv with edges of length 2~" and parallel to the axes, such

that

An_i(£*) EQkE 2-"+15 (1 á k á P).

It is clear that 0> and 2~nS have a point c* in common. Define a func-

tion <pn on £ by

4>n(z) = ck (zEEk,\iki p).

If X„=X„_i— <p„=<f>— <pa— • • ■ —<pn, then X„(£)C2~n5, and the

process continues. This proves the lemma.

Proof of the theorem. Suppose first that T = S, and let <£„ be the

functions of Lemma 3. By Lemma 2 there are functions gnEA which

are extensions of <p„ and which map K into 2~nS (n — l, 2, 3, • • ■ ).

Define
OO

f(z) = E *.(*) (zEK).
n=l

The fact that gn(K)E2~nS for « = 1, 2, 3, • • • implies first of all

that the series converges uniformly, so that/£.4, and secondly that

/(TOCS; for z££,
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/w-Zfrd)-£*(«)-♦«■
>i=>l n-l

The general case follows by an application of the Riemann map-

ping theorem, as in the proof of Lemma 2.

An application (Added July 31, 1956). An algebra R of continuous

complex-valued functions on K is called a maximum modulus algebra

ii to every f ER there is a point 20GC such that max¡gx |/(z)|

= |/(z0) |. In [5] the following is proved: If R is a maximum modulus

algebra which contains (i) a function which is one-to-one, (ii) a non-

constant function which is analytic in U, then every member of R is

analytic in U. It is now possible to show that (i) cannot be omitted

from the hypotheses.

To do this, consider the bicylinder KXK (in the space of two

complex variables) whose distinguished boundary is the Cartesian

product CXC. Let £ be a perfect subset of C, of measure zero. There

exist continuous functions <j> and ^, defined on £, such that the

mapping

2-> (0(2)^(2))

maps £ onto CXC. The theorem proved in the present paper shows

that there is a function /, continuous on K, analytic in U, such that

f(K)QK and/(2) =4>(z) on E. Let g be a function which is continuous

on K, not analytic in U, such that g(K\EK and g(2) =^(2) on £;

we could take g to be conjugate-analytic in U.

Since every function analytic on KXK attains its maximum mod-

ulus on CXC, it is clear that every member of the algebra generated

by / and g attains its maximum modulus on £. We have thus con-

structed a maximum modulus algebra which contains both analytic

and nonanalytic functions; it is to be noted, however, that this alge-

bra does not separate points on K.
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